Optimised Optimised software implementation (in C) software implementation (in C) oriented to 32 oriented to 32 --bit platforms with low memory bit platforms with low memory *
Algorithm Description Algorithm Description --General General
Rijndael Rijndael is the selected (NIST competition) algorithm for is the selected (NIST competition) algorithm for AES (Advanced Encryption Standard).
AES (Advanced Encryption Standard).
It is a block cipher algorithm, operating on blocks of data. It is a block cipher algorithm, operating on blocks of data.
It needs a secret key, which is another block of data. It needs a secret key, which is another block of data.
Performs encryption and the inverse operation, Performs encryption and the inverse operation, decryption (using the same secret key). decryption (using the same secret key).
It reads an entire block of data, processes it in rounds It reads an entire block of data, processes it in rounds and then outputs the encrypted (or decrypted) data. and then outputs the encrypted (or decrypted) data.
Each round is a sequence of four inner transformations. Each round is a sequence of four inner transformations.
The AES standard specifies 128 The AES standard specifies 128--bit data blocks and 128 bit data blocks and 128--bit, 192 bit, 192--bit In C language a macro is used: In C language a macro is used:
fwd_mcol(x) (f2 = FFmulX(x), f2^upr(x^f2,3)^upr(x,2)^upr(x,1)) 
02
The cost per column is: a single "doubling", 4 additions (XOR) a The cost per column is: a single "doubling", 4 additions (XOR) and 3 nd 3 rotations (all operations work on 32 bits). rotations (all operations work on 32 bits). The transformation can be executed in three steps. It can be conceived as a sort of "double and add" algorithm. 
Old Old InvMixColumns InvMixColumns
The entries of the coefficient matrix of The entries of the coefficient matrix of InvMixColumns InvMixColumns contain a larger number of 1's contain a larger number of 1's than those of MixColumns. than those of MixColumns.
Transposition exposes more parallelism and Transposition exposes more parallelism and hence yields a significant speed hence yields a significant speed --up. up. The time performances are computed in CPU The time performances are computed in CPU cycles, and are compared with those of cycles, and are compared with those of Gladman's Gladman's C code. C code.
Where Gladman is better, it is due to the time Where Gladman is better, it is due to the time overhead required to transpose input and output overhead required to transpose input and output data, to remain compliant with the standard. data, to remain compliant with the standard.
